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QUESTION 1

Which configuration item indicates to a Connection Broker the preferred Content Server for the client? 

A. proximity value 

B. connection pooling 

C. Connection Broker host port 

D. server config object 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

For distributed environments, which functionality is provided by the Documentum Messaging Services (DMS) Server? 

A. Synchronous Write, BOCS in Pull Mode 

B. Content pre-caching, Asynchronous Write 

C. Object Replication, Asyncrhonous Write 

D. Content pre-caching, BOCS in Push Mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

When using Remote Content Server, what component must be configured at both primary and remote sites? 

A. Java Method Server 

B. distributed storage area 

C. Branch Office Caching Server (BOCS) 

D. Accelerated Content Services (ACS) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between object replication and content replication? 

A. Object replication and content replication are the same. 

B. Object replication moves object metadata and content files from a source repository to a target repository; content
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replication moves content files only to a target repository. 

C. Object replication synchronizes object metadata and content files to a source repository to a target repository;
content replication synchronizes content files between filestores in a single repository. 

D. Object replication copies object metadata and content files from the source repository and deletes them in the target
repository; content replication copies only content files to the target repository and deletes them in the source
repository. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What happens when you reassign a user to a new user name in Documentum Administrator? 

A. The groups, permission sets, and object ownership associated with the user are immediately changed. 

B. You must activate the reassigned user. 

C. A job is scheduled to update groups, permission sets, and object ownership associated with the user. 

D. The groups, permission sets, and object ownership associated with the user are automatically changed upon the next
user login. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Where do you enter the correct hostname for the SMTP server during an upgrade process? 

A. The Server Configuration tool will ask for a SMTP server hostname. 

B. Prior to the upgrade, you edit the smtp_server attribute of dm_docbase_config. 

C. The Server Configuration tool will use the SMTP server hostname provided by the Connection Broker. 

D. Prior to the upgrade, you edit the mail_notification attribute in server.ini. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the right approach of DQL query tuning when a user complains about performance problems? 

A. 1. trace operation with the Content Server installation owner account 2. locate SQL statement in session logfile 3. get
the query plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 

B. 1. trace operation with the user or a user equivalent account 2. locate SQL statement in session logfile 

3. get the query plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 
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C. 1. trace operation with the user account 2. locate SQL statement in agentexec logfile 3. get the query plan for this
SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re test the operation 

D. 1. trace operation with the repository owner account 2. locate SQL statement in agentexec logfile3. get the query
plan for this SQL statement using database tools 4. tune the query and re-test the operation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What do you add to a DQL query to limit it to 50 rows? 

A. FORCE_ORDER 50 

B. ROW_BASED 50 

C. RETURN_TOP 50 

D. OPTIMIZE_TOP 50 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

In Documentum Administrator (DA) 6.5 and later, what must be done to make all DA features visible to system
administrators? 

A. No action is required; system administrators have access to all DA features. 

B. You must add all system administrators users to the group admingroup. 

C. You must create one or more administrator access sets and configure each to expose only thoseDA features which
are needed. 

D. You must configure the user\\'s extended privileges such that he/she has access to the desired DA features. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a resource agent? 

A. It is a JMX-based monitoring tool that is accessible using Documentum Administrator. 

B. It is a feature of Application Builder, used to help manage lifecycles. 

C. It is a process used in conjunction with the Index Server to provide full-text indexing. 

D. It is a feature of WDK which allows administrators to more easily deploy components given to them by a developer. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

A developer has given you a custom application using DFC which reports its initialization and completion. You want to
monitor this information on an ongoing basis. Which file should you configure to do this? 

A. dfc.properties 

B. log4j.properties 

C. dbor.properties 

D. dmjdbcpool.properties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A repository has an installation owner account \\'dmadmin\\' and a repository owner account \\'sop.\\' What is the
difference between these two accounts? 

A. The Documentum installation owner and the repository owner accounts have identical roles. 

B. The Documentum installation owner is a regular user in a repository; the repository owner has administrative rights
over the repository. 

C. The Documentum installation owner is a superuser in the repository; the repository owner account owns the
database tables used by the repository. 

D. While both users have administration privileges, the installation owner owns the repository database tables. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

You receive an application from the development department, and you detect there is a new issue causing 

poor performance. 

Which application tuning sequence is correct? 

A. 1. identify long-running queries and statements2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. locate corresponding query in
the log4. trace slow operations5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

B. 1. trace slow operations2. identify long-running queries and statements3. locate corresponding query in the log4.
analyze query using RDBMS tools5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

C. 1. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes2. locate corresponding query in the log3. trace slow operations4.
identify long-running queries and statements5. analyze query using RDBMS tools 

D. 1. locate corresponding query the session log2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. tune query by recomposition or
adding indexes4. identify long-running queries and statements5. trace slow operations 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Where are the default and maximum login ticket expiration times stored for applications that use ticketed logins? 

A. in the dmi_session object 

B. in the dm_public_key_certificate object 

C. in the dm_server_config object 

D. in the dm_ci_config object 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What does the Consistency Checker do? 

A. It looks for repository inconsistencies, such as groups with nonexistent users, permissions sets with nonexistent
users, and sysobjects that point to nonexistent content files. 

B. It looks for repository inconsistencies, such as users with invalid email addresses, permissions sets with nonexistent
users, and sysobjects that point to nonexistent folders. 

C. It looks for repository inconsistencies, such as users with invalid LDAP usernames, permissions sets with invalid
permission, and sysobjects that point to nonexistent content files. 

D. It looks for repository inconsistencies, such as users with nonexistent groups, permissions sets with inactive users,
and sysobjects that point to nonexistent content files. 

Correct Answer: A 
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